We thank Marot et al. (1) for their reproduction of our findings on depressed mood and social-distancing compliance, as already shown in our tables 1 and 2 and SI Appendix tables S2 and S3 (2). Their reanalysis of our data appears to support three additional points: Depressed mood is a 1) more relevant but 2) indirect predictor of social-distancing compliance, and therefore, 3) mood-related interventions may facilitate people’s social-distancing compliance.

Regarding the first point, our goal was never to explore which factor can best predict social-distancing compliance. Our study was driven by prior research that associates cognitive variables with people’s early responses to a pandemic (3, 4) and their willingness to follow a set of established social rules (5). Our goal was therefore to reveal the critical role of working memory in social cognition, especially in people’s early responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. In this regard, clarifying how working memory contributes to social-distancing compliance after considering well-established psychological and socioeconomic factors (with their effect sizes shown in our tables 1 and 2 and SI Appendix tables S2 and S3) is both appropriate and necessary.

Regarding the second point, the full mediation effect presented by Marot et al. reinforces that social-distancing compliance at the initial phase of the pandemic is an outcome of a deliberate thought process (3, 4), more so than a direct affective response. While depressed mood is associated with various cognitive biases and lower working memory capacity (6–8), it does not always account for behavior in social interactions. For example, Marot et al. neglect to consider that depressed mood does not predict compliance with the fairness norm, whereas working memory capacity does (per our SI Appendix table S6). Future research should examine how these cognitive and affective factors jointly influence people’s everyday decisions.

Regarding the third point, our article states that our observations are correlational in nature. Any causal statement, such as the assertion that higher working memory capacity or less depressed mood has increased social-distancing compliance, is unwarranted and misleading. We agree with Marot et al. that mood-related interventions may be more related to psychological well-being during the pandemic, as suggested by one of our previous studies (9).

We take this opportunity to emphasize that people’s responses to a public health crisis are unlikely to be driven by a single factor, and that efforts to mitigate the struggles should therefore be multifaceted. As cognitive, affective, personality, and socioeconomic factors are associated with people’s behaviors at various stages of the pandemic (2, 4, 10), it is paramount to take multiple approaches to address the dissonance between following safety measures and pursuing social needs. Although what we know is far from enough to resolve the current crisis, in light of our observations, practices such as minimizing information overload, retaining guideline consistency, and removing disinformation have become even more critical during this challenging time (11).
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